2002 silverado air conditioner problems

It Still Runs is the go-to destination for all things cars. From motors to radiators and everything
in between, we've got you covered. Many vehicles come standard with at least a three-year,
36,mile bumper-to-bumper warranty, whichever How to Check Tickets by a License Plate.
Paying a parking ticket has become easier because you can now pay them over the Internet.
You can also check Even if you have changed the engine oil in your car multiple times, there is
always the chance that you The Ford Explorer dash board is designed to protect the
instrumentation and provide convenient location for the passenger air bag. Models up to An
engine's coolant system passes coolant fluid through a series of pipes to collect heat and
radiate it from the radiator. Regularly maintenance Wearing your seat belt when driving or riding
in a vehicle can save your life, but only if you wear it properly. The shoulder belt should go over
Most Popular Articles. Trending Now. More Reads. Ford Explorer Dash Removal The Ford
Explorer dash board is designed to protect the instrumentation and provide convenient location
for the passenger air bag. How to Backflush a Radiator An engine's coolant system passes
coolant fluid through a series of pipes to collect heat and radiate it from the radiator. All vehicle
manufacturers are required by U. This technical bulletin provides repair information to correct a
customer concern of Intermittent "Service Steering Column Lock" message displayed with U
Set. This informational bulletin explains there is another steering hose that can be used for cold
weather drivers that experience a steering hose leak. This technical bulletin provides repair
information to correct a customer concern of steering wheel oscillation, vibration, shake mph.
This technical bulletin provides a procedure inspecting for excess grease or Sealant on the
Exterior of the steering gear due to seeing grease or sealant on certain locations on the gear.
This technical bulletin provides a procedure to flush and bleed power steering system to correct
a power steering noise or fluid leak concern that is caused during extremely low temperatures.
This engineering information EI is requesting information from technicians to perform the
inspection and verify that the rear axle dampener TVA is loose after a loud banging noise is
heard from the rear of the vehicle while in motion Customer Satisfaction Program - Vehicles
may have been built with series single rear wheel leaf springs. This Preliminary Information
communication provides information to the technician with the steps to diagnosis and repair
vehicles with various handling, vehicle dynamics concerns, noises from the suspension or
underbody, or issues related This engineering information EI is requesting information from
technicians to perform the check list provided and contact the engineer listed in regards to the
ABS or the traction control message illuminated in the Drivers Information This Preliminary
Information communication advises the technician that the Hydro-Boost is not serviceable and
will need to be replaced if the brake pedal moves or applies on its own at a full turn. This
technical bulletin provides a procedure to replace the front and rear brake pads if the brakes are
squealing. This Preliminary Information communication provides information to the technician
about fluid leaking from the brake caliper piston area found during a service of the vehicle. This
technical bulleti provides a procedure to replace the front and rear brake pads if the brakes are
squealing. This Preliminary Information communication provides information to the technician
on how to diagnose and repair vehicle that may have a "Check Trailer Wiring" or "Service
Trailer Brake System? PIP created to advise the technician to inspect for loose bolts on the
turbocharger if there is a performance issue and code set. This Preliminary information
communicates how to repair a loose shift cable bracket. This Preliminary information
communicates 6. Do not attempt repairs for this noise. This bulletin provides additional
information on how to graph a cylinder misfire and a possible diagnostic cause. This bulletin
provides information on Engine Concerns that could result from lack of scheduled
maintenance, improper service or aftermarket calibrations. This engineering informational
bulletin is requesting information from technicians to inspect for engine oil leak and contact the
engineer listed. This technical bulletin provides a procedure to update the GPCM if found the
cause of the customers concern. This information bulletin explains how to measure for oil
consumption and possible reasons for loss of oil. This informational bulletin explains the
normal noises an engine may make when the ambient temperature outside is cold or the vehicle
has sat for a few hours. This informational bulletin explains to the tech on how to order a new
fuel injector by matching the part number on the part and ordering it from the EPC. This
informational bulletin explains why more DEF is being used in diesel engines due to new
emission standards. This technical bulletin provides a procedure to check the oil level for
correct reading and oil pressure switch is in working order. This informational bulletin explains
the difference in AFM and DFM engines and what is and is not activated during this occurrence.
This informational bulletin advises the technician to not replace the TMAP sensor, clean it using
air or harsh chemicals but allow time for the sensor to thaw. This Preliminary Information
communication advises the technician that the 6. This Bulletin provides graphics, information
and guidelines for engine component wear to assist service personnel as a guideline to perform

necessary engine repairs and prevent unnecessary engine replacement. Customer Satisfaction
Program - certain vehicles may have a condition in which the adhesive attaching the heat shield
to the air inlet panel may lose adhesion. Dealers are to replace the air inlet grille panel
assembly. This informational bulletin provides information on higher than expected oil
consumption. This informational bulletin advises the technician of how the Soot information
has changed from grams to percentage. This informational bulletin provides information on 6.
This informational bulletin provides information for the technicians on where to look on the
Duramax engine for coolant leaks. This Preliminary Information communication provides
information to the technician on vehicles that may have an intermittent high idle. This
Preliminary information communicates to dealer technicians normal operating characteristics of
the turbocharger exhaust brake. This informational bulletin provides a way for the technician to
identify if the ECM has been modified. This Preliminary information communicates the
possibility of dtc P12A6 with the possibility of a crank no start or extended crank concern. N Service Update - Certain model year Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra vehicles may, after
several years of use, fracture at the yoke-to-tube friction weld joint under torsional load. N Customer Satisfaction Program - Certain vehicles vehicles, equipped with the 6. This
Preliminary Information communication provides information to the technician that some
vehicle may have an? Exhaust Fluid Quality Poor? This technical bulletin provides a procedure
to flush the cooler lines to validate if there is excessive debris in the fuel system caused by a
failed part. On certain vehicles that are equipped with a 6. This Preliminary information
communicates to the dealer technician to refer to Service Update N This bulletin provides
information on common diesel engine tick noises and how they are considered part of normal
operation and no parts should be replaced for these normal operating conditions. This
Preliminary Information communication advises the technician with a tip when the vehicle stops
running after it has been idling for 2. This informational bulletin provides information on
replacing the intake manifold when the engine is replaced after severe internal engine damage.
This Informational Bulletin provides information on availability of Diesel Fuel additives. This
Preliminary information communicates to the technition instructions to replace the particulate
matter sensor for a P and to use the special labor operation for tracking purposes. Service
Update - In some vehicles, equipped with diesel engines, the Diesel Exhaust Fluid DEF system
may not immediately reactivate, as it should, after the vehicle? Service Update - Certain vehicles
may have a condition where the thermal cover may accelerate corrosion of the low pressure
diesel hydrocarbon injector. Dealers are to remove the low pressure diesel hydrocarbon injector
thermal cover. This informational bulletin provides information to dealership personnel for new
vehicles with less than 1, miles that may not pass California smog inspection or smog
inspection in other states. This Preliminary information communicates to the dealer additional
information on checking for the engne crankcase being overfull on oil causing an engine
vibration concern. This informational bulletin provides a procedure on how to perform a quick
test to check if the DPF is the cause of excessive soot from the tailpipe. This Preliminary
Information communication provides information to the technician about vehicles that may have
a bump feel or clunk noise at a stop or on launch. This informational bulletin advises the
technician on what to do if the DEF pump has been replaced and perform a leak test to prime
the pump. This Bulletin provides information to correct a customer concern of a siren or whine
noise from the in-tank fuel pump at temperatures below -6C or 20F, accompanied by start and
stall, no start, loss of power and MIL illuminated. This technical bulletin provides a procedure to
inspect and repair the fuel pressure sensor if found the cause of the customers concern. This
informational bulletin advises of a new fuel injection cleaner kit used for decarbonizing the
intake valves to correct conditions of rough idle, Crank no start, extended crank or misfire, MIL
with DTCs, and explains how Top Tier This informational bulletin explains how to identify
possible DEF contamination. This Preliminary information communicates to the dealer
technician to reprogram the transmission control module after any 10L transmission repair.
Service Update Population Expansion. Certain vehicles may have a condition where the
transmission enters a neutral state when the internal range sensor IRS fault is active. Dealers
are to reprogram the transmission control module. Service Update - Certain vehicles may have a
condition where the transmission enters a neutral state when the internal range sensor IRS fault
is active. This Preliminary Information communication advises the technician that the customer
may experience a slip or flare after the vehicle has been sitting for a period of time. This
Preliminary information communicates diagnostic tips on finding root cause of a hoot noise. If
the technician confirms the hoot noise is only present while the torque converter clutch is
applying the technician should advise the This technical bulletin provides a procedure to
replace the transmission shifter control if found the cause of the condition. This informational
bulletin provides information on Driveline Clunk Noise and what is acceptable and what is

considered normal operations. This informational bulletin explains possible normal condition of
a flare from 1st to 2nd, even if the trans had been repaired for the flare and its still noticed.
Dealers are to contact the Product Quality Center before replacing the transmission assembly.
This technical bulletin provides a procedure to replace the 4 5 6 clutch housing if the bushing
was found worn and the cause of the customers concern. This technical bulletin provides the
tech with a procedure to check the t-case for loose fasteners and to re-torque if the cause of the
concern. This informational bulletin provides information on Some vehicles may rock or move
slightly forward or rearward while in Park at start up after cold soak. This condition may be
accompanied by a clunk noise. This technical provides a procedure to locate, disconnect and
re-connect the TCM electrical connector if found the cause of the customers concerns. This
engineering information EI is requesting information from technicians to perform the check list
provided and contact the engineer listed in regards to a Service 4WD message being visible on
the driver information center DIC. This Preliminary Information communication provides
information to the technician about vehicles that are found to have a back-up alarm inoperative
during the Pre-Delivery Inspection. GSA Example: This engineering informational bulletin is
requesting information from technicians to perform the check list provided and contact the
engineer listed in regards to the service 4WD message illuminated on the drivers This
Preliminary Information communication provides information to the technician how to repair
vehicles that Instrument Panel Cluster, Radio, and Heater-Vent-Air Conditioning display blanks
out, Bluetooth phone or Pandora connection This engineering informational bulletin is
requesting information from technicians to perform the check list provided and contact the
engineer listed in regards an intermittent no start. The intent of this technical bulletin is to
identify aftermarket ALDL or DLC interface devices as potential sources for causing multiple
customer concerns that do not have other diagnostic methods to identify them. This Preliminary
information communicates an issue with the underhood electrical center bolts being loose
which can cause any of the following symptoms: - No crank - No start - Starter grinds or
reengages after engine running This warranty administration bulletin provides policy
information on the requirements for battery testing and warranty replacements. This Preliminary
Information communication provides information to the technician about vehicles that the
speedometer needle appears to be inaccurate. This technical bulletin provides repair
information to correct a customer concern of Blank Radio Display or No Audio. This technical
bulletin provides repair information to correct a customer concern of the pickup box power
endgate may not open on initial press, or may not open at all. This Preliminary information
communicates that there is software update available for the TCCM to correct a software
anomaly. The customer communication requested return of unsold inventory to inspect the
software. This Preliminary Information communication provides information to the technician
about a no start or another concern after swapping an Engine Control Module or other modules
from one vehicle to another. This bulletin provides information for electrical ground repairs
using new General Motors replacement fasteners with conductive finish. This bulletin explains
the labor operation numbers used for submitting warranty claims for module reprogramming
and not when replacing a module. This technical bulletin provides repair information to correct
a customer concern of Radio Software Version U Update. This Preliminary information
communicates to dealer technicians there is a software anomaly not allowing the air filter life to
be reset. This technical bulletin provides repair information to correct a customer concern of
Camera Views go Blank with Tailgate Removed. This engineering informational bulletin is
requesting information from technicians to perform the check list provided and contact the
engineer listed in regards to the rear sliding window leaking water. This technical bulletin
provides repair information to correct a customer concern of water found in rear interior of cab
due to water leak at rear sliding window. This Preliminary information communicates how the
HVAC setting operates during a remote vehicle start. This Preliminary information
communicates to dealership how to test properly trailer light option on the truck and also
provide additional information on trailer issues. This technical bulletin provides repair
information to correct a customer concern of vertical misalignment between cab and pickup box
on driver side of vehicle. This technical bulletin provides repair information to correct a
customer concern of hearing a rattle noise from driver or passenger seat belt. Thins
informational bulletin provides information on Paint-less Dent Repair Process. This Preliminary
information communicates the need for proper documentation when submitting a Field Product
Report on paint issues with the new HD Silverado and Sierra. This bulletin provides information
to dealers regarding transportation damage repair claim submission requirements. This
technical bulletin provides repair information to correct a customer concern of the Tri-Fold
Tonneau paint finish fading or discolored. This technical bulletin provides repair information to
correct a customer concern of Hard Tri-Fold tonneau water leaks at the front corners of the

pickup box. This preliminary informational bulletin provides information to dealership personnel
which may be helpful when addressing underbody component corrosion with customers. This
technical bulletin provides repair information to correct a customer concern of the pickup box
endgate will not fully close by itself. Service Update Revised Population. The purpose of this
service update is to provide the customer with a goodwill gift to offset customer inconvenience,
restore confidence in GM, and maintain loyalty to GM. Service Update. Dealers Only. This
Preliminary Information communication provides information to the technician about vehicles
with tire sidewall irregularities. This is a visual condition that will not affect durability, reliability
or performance of the tires. This warranty administration bulletin provides information on the
tires supplied with a new vehicle are covered by General Motors against defects in material or
workmanship under the Bumper-to-Bumper New Vehicle Limited Warranty. This Preliminary
Information communication provides information to the technician that some owners of Heavy
Duty Trucks and Utilities may ask if they can lower their tire pressures. This technical bulletin
provides a procedure to re-torque the leaf spring u bolts to correct a condition of Clunking
Noise from Rear of Vehicle Re-torque Leaf Spring Bolts. Service Update Revised Service
Procedure. Certain trucks may have lug nuts that are not tightened to specification. This
condition may cause the wheel assembly to separate from the vehicle. This informational
bulletin provides retail, wholesale and fleet personnel with General Motors recommendations
for customer concerns related to wheel alignment. This informational bulletin provides
information on Wheel Balancer Mounting Instructions. This technical bulletin provides repair
information to correct a customer concern of seeing the trailer running lights shut off due to
excessive load on the running lamp circuit. This informational bulletin provides explanation of a
normal condition of a loose fitting ball receiver in the gooseneck. This technical bulletin
provides a procedure to replace the NOx2 sensor if found the cause of the customers concern.
This informational bulletin explains how the regen works for the DEF system and how it works
at different levels. This Preliminary information communicates a condition where the trailering
app cannot be opened and provides a process for clearing the cache and personal data so the
application will operate as designed. Customer Service Program - Certain vehicles may not have
the backup alarm which should have been included the dealer kit. Dealers are to provide the
missing backup alarm to the customer. This Preliminary information communicates a cocnern
where a flashing spot can intermittently show up on the radio display while in reverse. The PI
advises that engineering is investigating the concern. This bulletin provides information on
Warranty Administration? Required Operating Procedures - 8 Points U. This Preliminary
information communicates an XM service concern of no audio at startup until a channel change
and directs to contact XM for direct support. This Preliminary information communicates
information on radio software anamolies and future radio software updates to correct the
concern. This engineering informational bulletin is requesting information from technicians to
perform the check list provided and contact the engineer listed in regards to the conditions that
are listed in this PIE. This informational bulletin provides the dealership with how to prep a
vehicle for delivery to the customer to aid in higher CSi scores. This informational bulletin
provides information on interior cleaning products and what is offered to clean the interiors of
GM vehicles. This informational bulletin provides information on GM Accessories? This
Warranty Administration bulletin provides information on customer vehicles concern results in
a manufacturer repurchase from the customer, GM depends on the dealership to host and
administer the repurchase closing and intake of the This informational bulletin provides
information on key code security rules and information on GM keycode look-up applications.
Technical Assistance TAC. This engineering informational bulletin is requesting information on
a issue that is caused by loose ground connection at G or G that results in a repair. This
informational bulletin provides technicians and dealership personnel with spray-in bed liner
general information and repair procedures. This warranty administration bulletin provides
information regarding the field action courtesy transportation policy. This warranty
administration bulletin provides policy information, proper labor operation selection and causal
part identification for warranty transactions U. This technical bulletin provides repair
information to correct a customer concern of Static Crackling Noise Using Bluetooth
Microphone. This informational bulletin advises about the possible issues that may occur when
using a scotch brite pad or highly abrasive disk on gasket sealing surfaces or reused parts.
This Preliminary information communicates multiple vehicle issues caused by an aftermarket
device and it gives dealership information where to inspect for this device. This warranty
administration bulletin explains to the technician that when using wiring repair labor operations,
additional information may be needed when submitting Global Warranty transactions when
doing wiring repairs. This warranty administration bulletin provide policy information for
variable diagnostic time allowances on select labor operations U. This engineering information

EI is requesting information from technicians to perform the check list provided and contact the
engineer listed in regards on a Service 4WD message being visible the driver information center
DIC. This warranty administration bulletin provides policy information for courtesy
transportation and roadside assistance programs. This technical bulletin provides a procedure
to clear the codes and test the Tcase if found that the customer has tried to shift the t-case from
4lo to Hi gears while driving. This warranty administration bulletin provides information on
Warranty Administration? This informational bulletin provides information for dealers how to
submit a product information report PIR Canada Only. This informational bulletin provides tips
for showing a way to confirm if its a mechanical engine issue or not. This informational bulletin
provides information on key code security and information on GM key code look up
applications. This informational bulletin provides information on comebacks prevention
information and using customer concern verification sheets CCVS. All vehicle manufacturers
are required by U. Service Update. A small number of vehicles may have been built with a
cracked steering gear ballnut which could result in noise and reduction of steering
performance. Dealers are to replace the steering gear. This technical bulletin provides repair
information to correct a customer concern of Intermittent "Service Steering Column Lock"
message displayed with U Set. This Preliminary Information communication provides
information to the technician with additional information on the functionality of Lane Keep
Assist. This technical bulletin provides a procedure inspecting for excess grease or Sealant on
the Exterior of the steering gear due to seeing grease or sealant on certain locations on the
gear. Customer Satisfaction Program - The brake system control module software in these
vehicles may contain an error. PIP created to advise the technician to inspect for loose bolts on
the turbocharger if there is a performance issue and code set. Certain vehicles may present a
broken engine valve spring. This may cause the engine to run rough, an engine knocking or
ticking noise, a check engine light illumination, or a possible vehicle stall. This bulletin provides
information on Engine Concerns that could result from lack of scheduled maintenance,
improper service or aftermarket calibrations. No trouble codes may be set referencing this
condition. This Preliminary information communicates an issue with a noise caused by the
engine harness rubbing on the floor pan. This engineering information EI is requesting
information from technicians to perform the check list provided and contact the engineer listed
in regards to oil leaking from the oil pan. Service Update - Certain vehicles equipped with a 2.
This informational bulletin explains the normal noises an engine may make when the ambient
temperature outside is cold or the vehicle has sat for a few hours. This informational bulletin
explains to the tech on how to order a new fuel injector by matching the part number on the part
and ordering it from the EPC. This engineering information EI is requesting information from the
field on vehicles experiencing reduced engine power. GM Engineering needs to gather
information to root cause the customer concern and develop a field fix. This informational
bulletin explains why more DEF is being used in diesel engines due to new emission standards.
This technical bulletin provides a procedure to check the oil level for correct reading and oil
pressure switch is in working order. This informational bulletin advises the technician on where
to located the fuel injector identification number. This Preliminary information communicates
the following issues and directs dealership to inspect the engine harness for shorting. This
preliminary information communicates the part restriction for the diesel turbocharger and EGR
components. Updated to provide instruction on gathering additional data. This Preliminary
information communicates an issue with poor heater performance and advises dealerships to
inspect the heater core inlet and outlet hoses for being twisted or kinked. This informational
bulletin explains the difference in AFM and DFM engines and what is and is not activated during
this occurrence. This informational bulletin advises the technician to not replace the TMAP
sensor, clean it using air or harsh chemicals but allow time for the sensor to thaw. This
technical bulletin provides a service procedure to correct a condition of Ticking Noise from the
Engine. Service Update - Certain vehicles may have a condition where the check engine or the
reduced power mode light may come on during start-up or while driving. Reprogram the engine
control module and the reductant control module. This engineering information EI bulletin is
requesting information from the field on vehicles experiencing reduced engine power. This
Bulletin provides graphics, information and guidelines for engine component wear to assist
service personnel as a guideline to perform necessary engine repairs and prevent unnecessary
engine replacement. This Preliminary information communicates to the technician to reprogram
the engine control module and, if necessary, diagnose and repair P24B0. This engineering
informational bulletin is requesting information from technicians to perform the check list
provided and contact the engineer listed in regards to oil leaking from the oil pan. The
Preliminary Information communication advises the technician that the Product Quality Center
has a part exchange for 3. This technical bulletin provides a procedure to measure vibration and

install engine mounts to correct a Rough Idle in Drive concern. This Preliminary information
communicates an issue with the engine wiring harness shorting on the ecm mounting bracket
and provides repair instructions. This engineering information EI is requesting information from
technicians to perform the check list provided and contact the engineer listed in regards check
to the engine lamp being illuminated on the drivers information center DIC. This Preliminary
information communicates additional diagnostic tips when diagnosing engine oil leaks on these
vehicles. This informational bulletin advises the technician of possible coolant entering the
areas of the engine, either through failed parts or defects in the castings, that may be the cause
of the concerns related to the MIL or the engine This Preliminary information communicates that
some customers may comment that after an auto-stop event the engine does not restart and to
inspect the engine ground strap. Temporarly on hold while PIE is active. This Preliminary
Information communication provides information to the technician about vehicles that may have
a delayed engagement into drive, shudder at a launch, or the transmission is slipping when
shifting into 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th This Preliminary information communicates the possibility of
dtc P12A6 with the possibility of a crank no start or extended crank concern. This Preliminary
information communicates to the dealer technician the coolant control valve is no longer on
restriction. This Preliminary information communicates to the dealer technician the coolant
control valve is on restriction. This Preliminary Information communication provides
information to the technician that some vehicle may have an? Exhaust Fluid Quality Poor? This
technical bulletin provides a procedure to flush the cooler lines to validate if there is excessive
debris in the fuel system caused by a failed part. On certain vehicles that are equipped with a 6.
This bulletin provides information on common diesel engine tick noises and how they are
considered part of normal operation and no parts should be replaced for these normal operating
conditions. This Preliminary Information communication advises the technician with a tip when
the vehicle stops running after it has been idling for 2. The informational bulletin explains the
normal noises that are emitted from the engine once the engine is turned off. This informational
bulletin provides information on replacing the intake manifold when the engine is replaced after
severe internal engine damage. This Informational Bulletin provides information on availability
of Diesel Fuel additives. Service Update - In some vehicles, equipped with diesel engines, the
Diesel Exhaust Fluid DEF system may not immediately reactivate, as it should, after the vehicle?
This engineering informational bulletin is requesting information from technicians to perform
the check list provided and contact the engineer listed in regards to the Service Engine Soon
Lamp being illuminated. This informational bulletin provides information to dealership
personnel for new vehicles with less than 1, miles that may not pass California smog inspection
or smog inspection in other states. This Preliminary information communicates to the dealer
additional information on checking for the engne crankcase being overfull on oil causing an
engine vibration concern. This informational bulletin provides a procedure on how to perform a
quick test to check if the DPF is the cause of excessive soot from the tailpipe. This
informational bulletin advises the technician on what to do if the DEF pump has been replaced
and perform a leak test to prime the pump. This Bulletin provides information to correct a
customer concern of a siren or whine noise from the in-tank fuel pump at temperatures below
-6C or 20F, accompanied by start and stall, no start, loss of power and MIL illuminated. This
informational bulletin advises of a new fuel injection cleaner kit used for decarbonizing the
intake valves to correct conditions of rough idle, Crank no start, extended crank or misfire, MIL
with DTCs, and explains how Top Tier This informational bulletin explains how to identify
possible DEF contamination. This Preliminary information communicates to the dealer
technician to replace the valve body on the 8L90 transmission setting DTC P if no debris is
found in the transmission fluid pan. This engineering information EI is requesting information
from technicians to perform the check list provided and contact the engineer listed in regards to
the transmission. This bulletin provides information on Policies Applicable to All U. This
Preliminary information communicates diagnostic tips on finding root cause of a hoot noise. If
the technician confirms the hoot noise is only present while the torque converter clutch is
applying the technician should advise the This technical bulletin provides a procedure to
replace the transmission shifter control if found the cause of the condition. This engineering
information EI ends the need for information from the field regarding 8 speed transmission shift
quality. This Preliminary information communicates to the dealer technician that the part
numbers for the internal wiring harnesses for the 8 speed RWD transmissions are not listed in
the Electronic Parts Catalog. This engineering informational bulletin is requesting information
from technicians to perform the check list provided and contact the engineer listed in regards to
8 speed transmission shift quality. Service Update - Certain vehicles may have a condition
where the check engine or the reduced power mode light may come on during start up or while
driving. This informational bulletin provides information on Driveline Clunk Noise and what is

acceptable and what is considered normal operations. This informational bulletin explains
possible normal condition of a flare from 1st to 2nd, even if the trans had been repaired for the
flare and its still noticed. This technical bulletin provides a procedure to replace the 4 5 6 clutch
housing if the bushing was found worn and the cause of the customers concern. Customer
Satisfaction Program - Certain model year Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra vehicles,
equipped with an 8-Speed Automatic Transmission, may have a condition where the rear wheels
will lock up at low speeds. Customer Satisfaction Program - Certain vehicles, equipped with the
6-speed automatic transmission, may have a condition in which there is a slight deformation in
the stator shaft. This technical provides a procedure to locate, disconnect and re-connect the
TCM electrical connector if found the cause of the customers concerns. This Preliminary
Information communication provides information to the technician about vehicles that are found
to have a back-up alarm inoperative during the Pre-Delivery Inspection. The intent of this
technical bulletin is to identify aftermarket ALDL or DLC interface devices as potential sources
for causing multiple customer concerns that do not have other diagnostic methods to identify
them. This Preliminary information communicates an issue with the underhood electrical center
bolts being loose which can cause any of the following symptoms: - No crank - No start - Starter
grinds or reengages after engine running This technical bulletin provides a procedure to
program the ECM if found the cause of the customers concerns. This Preliminary information
communicates an XM service concern of no audio at startup until a channel change and directs
to contact XM for direct support. This warranty administration bulletin provides policy
information on the requirements for battery testing and warranty replacements. This Preliminary
information communicates multiple vehicle issues caused by an aftermarket device and it gives
dealership information where to inspect for this device. This Preliminary information
communicates to dealership how to test properly trailer light option on the truck and also
provide additional information on trailer issues. This Preliminary information communicates and
issue with the memory seat module waking up the low speed GM lan bus and causing a battery
draw. This Preliminary information communicates to the dealer an issue where a module
configuration function is missing from GDS2 scan tool. This informational bulletin provides
information for the IPC odometer programming method quick reference guide. This technical
bulletin provides repair information to correct a customer concern of Blank Radio Display or No
Audio. This technical bulletin provides a procedure to program the glow plug control module if
found the cause of the customers concerns. This technical bulletin provides repair information
to correct a customer concern of the pickup box power endgate may not open on initial press,
or may not open at all. The customer communication requested return of unsold inventory to
inspect the software. Customer Satisfaction Program - certain vehicles may have a condition in
which both front seats cooling ventilation feature is inoperative. The cooling switch will not
activate the seat fans. N - Service Update Bulletin. On certain vehicles, dealer installed
accessory LED fog lamps were offered and sold to customers, but there was not a body control
module calibration available at the time to enable the fog lamps to This engineering
informational bulletin is requesting information a issue that is caused by wire damage or an
incorrect wire routing issue that results in a repair. This bulletin provides information for
electrical ground repairs using new General Motors replacement fasteners with conductive
finish. This bulletin explains the labor operation numbers used for submitting warranty claims
for module reprogramming and not when replacing a module. This technical bulletin provides
repair information to correct a customer concern of Intermittent or Continuous Horn Blowing,
Horn Activation Sensitive to the Touch. This Preliminary information communicates an issue
with the battery goes dead and provides diagnostics tips on inspecting the LIN bus. This
technical bulletin provides repair information to correct a customer concern of Radio Software
Version U Update. This Preliminary information communicates to dealer technicians there is a
software anomaly not allowing the air filter life to be reset. This technical bulletin provides
repair information to correct a customer concern of water found in rear interior of cab due to
water leak at rear sliding window. This Preliminary information communicates information on
how to disable the Side Blind Zone Detection and Park Assist systems when a customer
removes the pickup box from the vehicle to install an aftermarket bed or body. This engineering
informational bulletin is requesting information from technicians to perform the check list
provided and contact the engineer listed in regards to gathering information for the power
outside folding mirror with the This engineering informational bulletin is requesting information
from technicians to perform the check list provided and contact the engineer listed in regards to
a noise coming from the window regulator area. This technical bulletin provides repair
information to correct a customer concern of vertical misalignment between cab and pickup box
on driver side of vehicle. This technical bulletin provides repair information to correct a
customer concern of hearing a rattle noise from driver or passenger seat belt. This technical

bulletin provides repair information to correct a customer concern of the pickup box being out
of alignment. Thins informational bulletin provides information on Paint-less Dent Repair
Process. This bulletin provides information to dealers regarding transportation damage repair
claim submission requirements. This technical bulletin provides repair information to correct a
customer concern of the Tri-Fold Tonneau paint finish fading or discolored. This technical
bulletin provides repair information to correct a customer concern of Hard Tri-Fold tonneau
water leaks at the front corners of the pickup box. This preliminary informational bulletin
provides information to dealership personnel which may be helpful when addressing underbody
component corrosion with customers. This Preliminary information communicates an issue
with the rear door lock rod sticking in the door panel bezel and provides direction on repairing
the issue. This technical bulletin provides repair information to correct a customer concern of
the pickup box endgate will not fully close by itself. This engineering informational bulletin is
requesting information from technicians to perform the check list provided and contact the
engineer listed in regards to a concern with the Rear View Camera not aligned verbatims such
as Dealers Only. This warranty administration bulletin provides information on the tires
supplied with a new vehicle are covered by General Motors against defects in material or
workmanship under the Bumper-to-Bumper New Vehicle Limited Warranty. This informational
bulletin provides retail, wholesale and fleet personnel with General Motors recommendations
for customer concerns related to wheel alignment. This Preliminary information communicates
to the dealer technician that some customers may comment the rear wheels locked up at low
speeds after a hot soak. This technical bulletin provides repair information to correct a
customer concern of seeing the trailer running lights shut off due to excessive load on the
running lamp circuit. This technical bulletin provides repair information to correct a customer
concern of Camera Display View Showing Wrong Make of Vehicle. Customer Service Program Certain vehicles may not have the backup alarm which should have been included the dealer kit.
Dealers are to provide the missing backup alarm to the customer. This bulletin provides
information on Warranty Administration? Required Operating Procedures - 8 Points U.
Customer Satisfaction Program. Certain vehicles may have been double charged for the
Off-Road Assist Steps at the time of purchase. This Preliminary information communicates
information on radio software anamolies and future radio software updates to correct the
concern. This engineering informational bulletin is requesting information from technicians to
perform the check list provided and contact the engineer listed in regards to the conditions that
are listed in this PIE. This informational bulletin provides the dealership with how to prep a
vehicle for delivery to the customer to aid in higher CSi scores. This informational bulletin
provides information on interior cleaning products and what is offered to clean the interiors of
GM vehicles. This informational bulletin provides information on GM Accessories? This
Warranty Administration bulletin provides information on customer vehicles concern results in
a manufacturer repurchase from the customer, GM depends on the dealership to host and
administer the repurchase closing and intake of the This Preliminary information communicates
to the dealer technician to instruct the customer to use the block heater only at temperatures 0F
and below. This informational bulletin provides information on key code security rules and
information on GM keycode look-up applications. Technical Assistance TAC. This informational
bulletin provides technicians and dealership personnel with spray-in bed liner general
information and repair procedures. This warranty administration bulletin provides information
regarding the field action courtesy transportation policy. This warranty administration bulletin
provides policy information, proper labor operation selection and causal part identification for
warranty transactions U. This informational bulletin advises about the possible issues that may
occur when using a scotch brite pad or highly abrasive disk on gasket sealing surfaces or
reused parts. This warranty administration bulletin explains to the technician that when using
wiring repair labor operations, additional information may be needed when submitting Global
Warranty transactions when doing wiring repairs. This warranty administration bulletin provide
policy information for variable diagnostic time allowances on select labor operations U. This
warranty administration bulletin provides policy information for courtesy transportation and
roadside assistance programs. This technical bulletin provides a procedure to clear the codes
and test the Tcase if found that the customer has tried to shift the t-case from 4lo to Hi gears
while driving. This warranty administration bulletin provides information on Warranty
Administration? This informational bulletin explains a normal condition for sludge to form in the
oil cap when equipped with DEF system. This informational bulletin provides information for
dealers how to submit a product information report PIR Canada Only. This informational bulletin
provides information on key code security and information on GM key code look up
applications. This informational bulletin provides information on comebacks prevention
information and using customer concern verification sheets CCVS. Make Chevrolet. This truck

is in excellent condition for the year, complete new exhaust system, new air conditioning pump,
new cataletic converter, automatic, has summer and winter tires, hid away trailer hitch, power
windows. This truck has a lot of miles on it but has been adult driven and taken care of very well
Will not sell parts of the truck you must buy the truck in one piece You will need to haul it away.
No warranty. I bought truck from original owner and have carfax and photos of the day I picked
it up. The body is mint with no rust anywhere and is all original, I had truck professionally rust
proofed as soon as I got it and the truck has only seen 2 weeks of winter in its entire life. I have
added N-Fab step bars, Magnaflow stainless polished muffler and stainless tip truck is not loud
it changed the tone just enough to know theres an exhaust. I also added Husky interior floor
liners, Seat covers, Also is a painted to match fiber glass tonneau cover. Truck has factory
complete tow package. It has power drivers seat, windows , mirrors, factory radio with CD
player. Everything works great on this truck and is ready to go for a long time. I can also send a
lot more photos if you contact me. Model Silverado Only 10, miles on it. Motor has5 year
warranty. Four new tires, less then 8 months of use, New radiator, new starter, Transmission
starting to slip, will need attention, other than that the truck runs great. Truck has Reese hitch,
bed liner and matching shell, Truck has normal ware and tear, some rust on the outside, Inside
can seat 4 comfortably Only selling because my wife works at the post office as a rural carrier
and needs a smaller vehicle. Please only serious inquiries only. You can call me between the
hours of 8ampm. FOR A Nice clean original example 4x4 Chevy truck. Truck has some dings
and scratches but looks good for its age. Some paint clear coat peeling and spots where it has
flaked away, please keep in mind 20 years old and in no means perfect. Interior is very clean, no
rips or tears in the upholstery. Small headliner sag on the front passenger side. Undercarriage
looks very good, as well as inside engine bay. All terrain tires have good tread, a few years old.
Keyless entry still works on the truck. Power locks and windows all function properly. Nice
clean old truck, keep in mind its 20 years old so by no means a new vehicle. Engine Light is on,
looks like it could be low on radiator fluid. Nice stock vehicle not molested or abused. Truck is
by no means a show truck but a looks good for its age, get in it and GO! Truck is located in
Yuma, AZ Please contact me with any questions or if you need more pics. Cab Stepside
Silverado. Driven Sunshine Only. Stored for the past 5 years.. Wiring harness lengthened. Each
corner of Truck has its own 5 gal tank with psi Compressor on demand! Qualified buyers are
eligible for financing nationwide shipping and extended warranties.. I'm selling my Chevy
Silverado. It has just over , miles on the truck, and right around , on the motor. It has the 5. The
motor runs great. It's an automatic, and the 4 wheel drive works. The transmission doesn't have
reverse, second or overdrive though so that will need to be fixed. The fuel pump was replaced a
few years ago, but hasn't been driven much since then. The AC doesn't work, but the
compressor was replaced with a new one a few years ago. It may just need a recharge.
Sometimes the vents won't blow so you have to change from defrost to front vents until it
works. It has power windows, and locks. Overall it is in really good shape cosmetically. It has
some rust starting on the bed under the trim above the wheels, and some surface rust on the
top edge of the bed, as well as rust on the rocker panels. It has some light hail damage, too. The
interior is really clean. It could use some new tires. It really is a great truck, I just want to be
upfront about the issues. Feel free to e-mail me if you have any questions. Could use TLC or
drive as is. Comes with hood scoop , spoilers , tow package. Also comes with a like new
tonneau cover! Has a crate motor with a hurst stick shift! Motor has about 55k on it. Dose have
some scratches. Comes with an alpine flip screen stereo system! Let's make some deals! Needs
a new battery and summarized Comes with marine CB radio! Or text me Needs some work wont
start in water, rings? Bring a truck or trailer when picking up. Pretty fast as well! Had it running
it water this year. This waverunner is in near mint condition! Partial trades will be identified and
valued. If interested call: It has keyed ignition with electric start, and is shaft driven. It is in great
running condition. Most of the plastics are in great condition, rear tires are in great condition.
Rare YTM with rear rack! Plastics rough with repairs Smoke when started mostly goes away
when driving. Title in hand! Everything works! Low miles! Has a gas engine! Illinois Polaris XC
Awesome looking and running sled! Has aftermarket windscreen! Have the pipes ect Sharp fun
bike! But they are same color so u turn them around. Directions to Dealer? Box The remainder
is due within 7 days of auction end. If no contact is made within 24 hours we reserve the right to
re-list the vehicle, sell it to the next high bidder, or sell it otherwise. Most banks and credit
unions do not finance vehicles older than or with more than K miles. Make sure if financing that
your financial institution accepts the year and miles of this vehicle before bidding. Please
arrange financing prior to bidding. Buyer is responsible for pickup or shipping of this vehicle. If
you wish to have it shipped using a service, we will gladly cooperate. If you are not sure about
something, please ask! Do not assume anything not listed is included. We reserve the right to
cancel bids for excessive negative feedback. We reserve the right to end the listing if the vehicle

is no longer available for sale. Please do not bid on this auction unless you are serious about
owning this vehicle. All non-paying high bidders will be reported to eBay, and negative
feedback will be posted. Fee and Tax Information: The buyer is responsible for all fee, taxes,
license and related costs for state registration. The purchaser or prospective purchaser should
verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed within this ad. Selling a Vehicle?
Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! Up for sale the 96 chevy pick up truck. I
used to have a shop but closed it down. No it is not dirty inside its very very clean i was pretty
anal about it when my employees used it and it shows still super clean. It has a lot of new parts
on it. Brooklyn, NY. Miami, FL. Oregon City, OR. Sacramento, CA. Collegedale, TN. Hanover, MA.
Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Chevy Silverado Category
- Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Chevrolet Model Silverado Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You
must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. If you
own a Corvette and like to drive it a lot, chances are you are going to run into some common C5
Corvette problems. Like all cars, some problems are self-explanatory, quick fixes and other
problems can give you a headache when searching for a solution and parts to fix your problem.
Here, Southern Car Parts will explore four common problems you might be experiencing with
your C5 Corvette that we can help you fix: climate control problems, electrical problems, power
seat problems and automatic transmission problems. If your C5 Corvette climate control
problems consist of not getting cold air when you want, before you do anything else, check and
see if your air conditioner needs to be charged. Here are some common problems you might
encounter with your C5 climate control and some solutions that might help. A common
problem, but a tough problem to find a solution to is one side of your dual climate control works
properly and the other side only blows out hot air. If you have changed your head unit recently,
you could have a defective head unit or certain connections may not have been connected or
connected wrong during installation. Check for proper installation or take your Corvette to
whoever installed the head unit, if all is connected properly then the head unit was bad to begin
with. If you are having inconsistent airflow issues, you could be experiencing out of sync blend
door problems. This is a pretty simple fix. Pull the correct fuses found in the owners manual
and reset the codes. If you still have the problem, try setting the air conditioner on high and
repeat the same process. What if you're not getting any air pressure at all? This could be one of
two problems. The one problem is mentioned above, but before you even think about replacing
your actuators, you need to check to see and make sure you are getting proper vacuum. The
most common of all C5 Corvette climate control problems is compressor failure due to leakage.
This is a less harder problem to find for if you c
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an find the compressor, you can visually inspect the compressor for fluid leakage. How can
you tell if it is going bad without looking under the hood? The most common issues you are
going to run across when it comes to C5 Corvette electrical problems are bad grounds. Your C5
Corvette comes with 13 different chassis ground points around the car, all of which are subject
to corrosion or coming loose causing a bad connection. It takes about 20 mins to locate and
discount each ground around your whole Corvette. This is a straightforward process and a
much more thorough way to do the job for a better outcome. Another common issue you might
notice that has nothing to do with grounds is a faulty fuel gauge reading that gets more faculty
as your Corvette gets hot. A lot C5 Vettes that get driven a lot can experience a gummed up fuel
sending unit. If you experience this issue, get it cleaned or have it replaced, then use Seafoam
or a similar product in your gas tank every 5, miles. Add to Cart.

